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CHAPTER 6
COLLABORATION IS NOT AN  
ALTERNATIVE: ARTISTS WORKING 
TOGETHER IN LONDON AND  
NEW YORK, 1974–1981
FIONA ANDERSON and AMY TOBIN
6.1 
Group Material, The 
People’s Choice (Arroz con 
Mango), 1981,  
installation view, 244 
East 13th Street, New 
York. 
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In the 1970s, collaboration gained traction as a strategy for making and displaying 
art outside institutional spaces as well as a political tactic to oppose the isolation of the 
artist and commodification of the artwork. Collective artists’ organisations such as Col-
laborative Projects Inc. (Colab) and Group Material in New York, and the Women’s Free 
Arts Alliance, the Women’s Workshop of the Artists’ Union, and the Woman Artists’ 
collective in London utilised collaboration as a catalyst for action and as a basis for both 
professional and intimate support. These activities increasingly took place within neglect-
ed or abandoned urban sites, in which relationships between group members acted like 
bonds securing them in a meaningful space, while their collective energy provided a vital 
creative environment. Consequently, collaborative spaces such as these have been viewed 
as alternatives to the more concrete support of commercial galleries and museums. This 
line of thinking follows a simplistic definition of ‘alternatives’ as existing outside estab-
lished institutions and therefore as inherently critical of them. Yet in what sense did being 
outside the museum or gallery space engender critique beyond an oppositional position? 
In this essay we destabilise the association of collaboration with ‘alternative’ or counter-
cultural forms and challenge the perceived synonymity between the ‘alternative’ and the 
politically oppositional, in order to investigate the distinct reasons artists worked together 
in London and New York.
The distinct, but disconnected geography we cover aims to connect practices and sites 
that have not been placed in dialogue before and which do not always sit easily together. 
Just as they are not proximate in space, neither are they contemporaneous—as our New 
York examples fall a generation after our London ones. The case studies fall broadly into 
two contexts: artist-run spaces in 1970s London and art collectives and storefront ex-
hibitions in late 1970s and early 1980s New York. In London, these case studies include 
Hang Up, Put Down, Stand Up (1974), an exhibition jointly organised by members of the 
Women’s Workshop of the Artists’ Union and Woman Artist’s Collective, and the ac-
tivities of the Women’s Free Arts Alliance; and in New York, Colab’s Times Square Show 
(1980) and Group Material’s Arroz con Mango (The People’s Choice) (1981; fig. 6.1). Each case 
study offers an example of artists working together or with an audience in the production 
of artworks as well as in the formation of spaces to make and display art that attempts to 
resist institutional socioeconomic forces. We investigate how collaborations at the level of 
production created new spaces or modes for display and how these collaborations affected 
artistic practices. By bringing together these examples from different spatial and temporal 
coordinates, we hope to resituate these practices within their specific socioeconomic and 
cultural contexts and provoke a dialogue that moves beyond the rhetoric of synonymity. 
By taking these case studies out of their immediate context and placing them in rela-
tion to projects from another city, we can begin to consider them on different terms, which 
will open up new interpretations. While these works have been previously judged accord-
ing to the categories of longevity, funding success, and audience engagement, we will look 
at them according to more fluid themes of space, community, and site. This fluidity is 
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informed by Miwon Kwon’s analysis of the shift in public art in the 1970s. Kwon argues 
that during that time the public sphere or site was conceived less ‘in physical and spatial 
terms’ as ‘a cultural framework defined by the institutions of art’, and the collaborative 
was no longer ‘a noun/object but a verb/process’.1 There are as many, if not more, discon-
tinuities than there are affinities between the case studies we have chosen. This is both 
a product of our approach to writing collaboratively as well as a conscious methodology 
used to break apart the homogeneity at the heart of the often invoked, but rarely chal-
lenged, descriptor ‘alternative’.
‘ALTERNATIVE’ TO WHAT AND TO WHOM?
The word ‘alternative’ has been frequently invoked in analyses of art created and exhib-
ited outside the traditional institutions, but the word is especially pervasive in discussions 
of the art scene in 1970s and 1980s New York. Lauren Rosati and Mary Anne Stanisze-
wski’s Alternative Histories: New York Art Spaces, 1960 to 2010 (2012) offers an encyclopaedic 
history of self-managed and anti-institutional art spaces in the late twentieth century, 
aiming to ‘[bridge] neighborhoods, decades and themes’ under the familiar, unifying ban-
ner of the ‘alternative’.2 Alternative Art, New York, 1965–1985 (2003) edited by the art-
ist Julie Ault, a founding member of Group Material, offers a similarly unifying history, 
perhaps because of its comparable geographical and temporal focus.3 On the other hand, 
Gregory Sholette and Blake Stimson’s Collectivism After Modernism (2006) presents a range 
of case studies that look beyond New York, approaching collectivity as a methodological 
thematic that joins the projects together as ‘alternatives’ but failing to interrogate how 
collectivity functions at different sites.4 Kathy Battista’s Renegotiating the Body: Feminist 
Art in 1970s London (2012) groups together a number of site-related practices by women 
artists in a chapter entitled ‘Alternative Spaces for Feminist Art’, clustering widely diverse 
practices, spaces, and media (including publications) together under the general category 
‘alternative’.5
Recently the term ‘alternative’ has received some clarification in studies that focus on 
particular spaces, sites, or practices as well as in publications that privilege other terms 
such as ‘artist-run’ or ‘self-organised’. With these projects in mind we can begin to parse 
out some distinctions. For instance, Stine Hebert and Anne Szefer Karlsen’s book Self-Or-
ganised (2013) presents a range of definitions. David Blamey defines the term ‘self-organ-
ised’ to mean how ‘individuals can operate independently from institutional and corporate 
structures’, although Karlsen qualifies his definition in relation to more recent practices 
suggesting ‘that self-organisation as part of an opposing dichotomy isn’t any longer possi-
ble’.6 In Gabriele Detterer and Maurizio Nanucci‘s Artist-Run Spaces (2012), Detterer sug-
gests that the artist-run spaces of the 1960s and 1970s ‘were linked by a common goal: the 
basic idea of free affiliation and exchange between avant-garde artists in order to engage 
with experimental art practices’.7 Although Herbert and Karlson seek to address more 
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contemporary iterations of the ‘alternative’, their analysis of self-organisation marks an 
important distinction from Detterer’s discussion of artist-run spaces. In the latter the posi-
tion of the artist as organiser is privileged, and each contribution to the volume includes 
the voice of an artist in this role, whereas the former includes artists as well as curators, 
theorists, and critics, untethering ‘alternative’ activities from the creative process.
Temporality is another important distinction. In Self-Organised, the duration of the 
projects under discussion is not a factor, whereas Artist-Run Spaces primarily considers or-
ganisations that continue into the present day or have had a long-lasting impact in terms of 
archival presence or publications. With only this limited comparison, a complex taxonomy 
of the alternative already begins to emerge, one that separates artist-run, self-organised, 
or anti-institutional long-term gallery-based projects from shorter-term, organic, and 
community-driven ones. Although these distinctions are by no means concrete it is the 
aim of this essay to clarify the factors at play in collaborative artists’ collectives and spaces 
in order to construct a new frame of analysis that, for those in London, problematises the 
absence of many of these cases from art historical narratives and, for those in New York, 
interrogates the kinds of art historical and sociocultural criticisms levelled against them.
FROM GROUP MEETING TO GROUP SHOW: HANG UP, PUT DOWN, 
STAND UP
In London self-organised exhibitions often developed from collaborations between 
women involved in pre-existing groups and organisations. One of the earliest shows of 
women’s work in London, Hang Up, Put Down, Stand Up (1974), was initiated by members 
of the Women’s Workshop of the Artists’ Union (WWAU), an off-shoot of the Artists’ Un-
ion that paralleled the relationship of the Ad Hoc Women’s Committee to the Art Worker’s 
Coalition in New York.8 The exhibition occurred at a moment when some members of the 
WWAU wanted to split off from the Artists’ Union to form a parallel group that would 
be more focused on discussing their own artistic practices rather than fair pay for artists, 
which was the union’s primary concern. Whereas the union provided much needed space 
to discuss these issues, what eventually became the Woman Artists’ Collective (WAC) 
provided a self-organised infrastructure to support its members’ work, with the exhibition 
the first instance of this intention.9 The shared space of the group show offered a format 
that radically countered the curator-led thematic or solo shows of both the mainstream 
and ‘alternative’ art worlds.10 The exhibition site Art Meeting Place, in Covent Garden, 
reflected this anti-institutional directive.11 Hang Up was one among many exciting exhibi-
tions in the early 1970s, for example in the same year c. 7,500, a group show of conceptual 
works made by women, curated by Lucy Lippard, toured to London. That exhibition took 
place at Garage gallery, also in Covent Garden, after an agreement with the Royal College 
of Art fell through. While both shows brought artists together to exhibit the vitality and 
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diversity of women’s art practices, there are important differences between their respective 
mobilisation of the group exhibition as a site for collaboration.
c. 7,500 was the fourth iteration in the series of ‘numbers shows’ selected by Lippard 
and named, arbitrarily, after the population of the cities in which the shows originated.12 
The exhibitions channelled Lippard’s understanding of conceptual art as a democratic 
strategy: the works were made of inexpensive materials and therefore easy to pack and tour 
internationally. However, unlike earlier shows in Seattle, Vancouver, and Buenos Aires, 
c. 7,500 retained the same title and roster of works throughout the tour. The exhibition 
did not respond to each location, as the previous shows had, instead it acted as a travelling 
manifesto that ‘articulate[d] a new, woman-centric Conceptual art’.13
c. 7,500 was one of the first all-women exhibitions in London in the 1970s, yet it at-
tracted an unprecedented negative response from the women’s art movement in the UK. 
The show was criticised by Caroline Tisdall in the Guardian, and many British artists and 
writers resented the Arts Council of Great Britain’s support of a group show of American 
women artists.14 The show received a positive and in-depth review in Spare Rib, yet the 
critic Rozsika Parker still commented:
Of  course the danger is that the Arts Council will feel that they’ve now had 
their women’s show, when the group of  women who are trying to organise a 
large show of  English artists’ work are still finding it absolutely impossible 
to procure the space or the money for the project. Exhibitions like those or-
ganised by the Women’s Workshop of  the Artist Union [sic.]–with the artists 
present to explain their decision to exhibit together–are badly needed.15
As Parker’s critique suggests, another problem with the exhibition was the absence of 
the artists themselves, arguably exaggerated by the show’s location in the newly formed 
Garage gallery. Kathy Battista has described Garage as ‘the first properly organised and 
designed alternative gallery in London’, yet it was initiated neither by artists nor protago-
nists in the cultural field, but by the designer and businessman Terence Conran.16 The 
gallery formed part of his case to save the buildings of Covent Garden from being razed 
as part of the Greater London Council’s plans for urban regeneration. The gallery pro-
gramming, then, served to transform the function of the building and, as such, the local 
area, from commerce to culture. The art not only changed the space, but also the context 
affected the artwork commissioned and performed there. The idea of abandoned space 
was fundamentally linked to the experimental artistic practices that took place there. The 
director of Garage, Antony Stokes, suggested that it tread an indeterminate line between 
‘alternative’ and mainstream, falling ‘between a publicly funded space and a commercial 
space’.17
In some ways the sleek design of Garage gallery correlates to Lippard’s aim for c. 7,500 
to show the quality and diversity of women’s conceptual art practices.18 Rather than find a 
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space outside the mainstream that had rejected or restricted women’s art, Lippard battled 
for a space within it or, in the case of Garage, evocative of it (fig. 6.2). Lippard’s desire to 
show women’s work ‘within the mainstream’ resonates, although does not collude, with 
the cultural capital Conran sought to foster in Covent Garden in the 1970s.19 The design 
of Garage borrowed the language of the modern art gallery to add caché to the previous 
commercial function of the area. Likewise, the clean white walls framed the works on dis-
play in Lippard’s exhibition with stark formality, evoking the previous exhibitions in the 
numbers series and other international displays of conceptual art. c. 7,500 and Garage both 
sought a ‘slice of the pie’—although Lippard soon after repudiated this type of exhibition 
as ‘rotten’ and cast-off in favour of different curatorial strategies.20 However, for its audi-
ence of local women artists c. 7,500’s sleek display presented too great a contrast to the 
borrowed walls of libraries and community centres where many women had shown since 
the early 1970s.
Hang Up, Put Down, Stand Up, which took place down the road at 48 Earlham Street 
in June the same year, was an altogether different show. The exhibition was not funded by 
the Arts Council, as c. 7,500 was, but by the Greater London Arts Association. It included 
a variety of media, but having no central selector or curator and forming part of the open 
programme of events and activities at Art Meeting Place, it presented a stark contrast 
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c. 7,500 exhibition, 
Garage, London. 16 
November – 16  
December 1973.
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to the curated programme of displays at the Garage. It is not the aim of this comparison 
to draw a value judgement between this exhibition and c. 7,500 that proves one more 
‘alternative’ than another. But whereas Lippard’s selection legitimated women artists’ con-
ceptual work, the WAC show brought artist-led group organisation to bear on the struc-
ture of the exhibition, bringing its feminist politics to the fore.
The association of Lippard’s show with Garage gallery and the WAC exhibition with 
Art Meeting Place underscores this difference. Although located only a short distance 
apart and formed at the same moment during Covent Garden’s decline as a working mar-
ket, the two galleries demonstrated divergent approaches to the ‘alternative’ in 1970s Lon-
don. In contrast to the Garage’s board of trustees and designer spaces, Art Meeting Place 
was an altogether more contingent concern. According to John Sharkey the space became 
viable only after the Greater London Council had decided to retain the old buildings of the 
fruit and vegetable market and sell them off at ‘giveaway prices’. The impetus behind Art 
Meeting Place was a ‘shift from street frontage to a whole new building as an exhibition 
area run by us for ourselves and not by some establishment committee or Hampstead art 
group’.21
Despite the failure of the organisers to buy property on Covent Garden Art Meeting 
Place went ahead following Sharkey’s plan.22 The architecture of the industrial building—
with no street-facing display windows—meant less visibility, but also privacy and argu-
ably increased freedom. Adverts addressed to ‘artists, musicians, film-makers, poets, etc.’ 
were placed in different special-interest publications, offering people to use the space on 
their own terms, as well as attend its events and exhibitions. An advertisement written for 
London Calling announced:
ART MEETING PLACE was started in May ‘74 by the Artists Meeting 
Group to provide an open resource for artists run by artists . . . [S]everal 
hundred individuals and groups have used facilities at AMP for exhibitions, 
performances, meetings and other activities.23
In this temporary space artists were free to realise exhibitions that did not participate 
in a particular cultural scene or answer to disciplinary boundaries or aesthetic expecta-
tions. The interdisciplinarity of the site offered the potential for alternative cultural forms 
to take root away from older, more mainstream institutions where genre boundaries were 
sustained and even formed part of their constitutions.24
In this way the open, collaborative ethos of Art Meeting Place functioned in a way akin 
to the philosopher Hannah Arendt’s concept of the ‘space of appearance’. This space is ar-
bitrary, conditioned only by the process of coming together as a group, which constitutes 
the site of power. The space of appearance is associated with Arendt’s understanding of the 
‘speech act’ as a key entry point into the public sphere. It is by speaking in a group that the 
subject comes into formation in relation to others. She wrote: ‘It is the space of appearance 
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in the widest sense of the word, namely, the space where I appear to others as they appear 
to me, where men exist not merely like other living or inanimate things but make their 
experience explicitly’.25
Arendt’s theory helps articulate the different mode of encounter established at Art 
Meeting Place. The space was not defined solely by its physical manifestation, its pro-
gramming, or the renown of its organisers, participants, or institutional identity. The 
public space of the building was articulated by those who met there and used it. Irit Rogoff 
has discussed Arendt’s space of appearance in relation to the exhibition as a site, suggest-
ing that a viewer’s verbal response while in the gallery provides an opportunity to con-
test the discourse of cultural power executed there.26 Through the speech act the viewer 
participates in the exhibition space.27 Rogoff ’s discussion of Arendt’s ‘space of appearance’ 
describes a disenfranchised and mobile sphere of action, rather than a democratic ideal, 
which parallels the organisational tactics of feminist-influenced artists in London.
The WAC show at Art Meeting Place could be seen – with Rogoff ’s reading of Arendt 
in mind – as an occupation. In gathering together on the occasion of a group exhibition 
the women constructed a ‘space of appearance’, a ‘constitution of power’ that is not simply a 
‘mode of representation’ nor ‘the concrete articulation of ideological space’, but a site open 
to comment and response that allows feminist art practices to emerge in the relationships 
between the works in the show as well as from the responses of the exhibition’s visitors.28 
This interactivity was evident in some of the works on display in the show, particularly 
an untitled piece by Sonia Knox composed of a large sheet of paper hung on the wall, on 
which visitors and artists could write messages or draw with the crayons provided. On the 
floor below this blank wallpaper Knox included a poem about the tense, passive feeling of 
waiting at home for her husband to return. The impromptu scrawls above disrupted the 
poem’s metric: as Knox has commented, the point was to ‘destroy my passivity, your pas-
sivity, with reaction’.29 
Across the different works Hang Up, Put Down, Stand Up as a whole fostered personal 
engagement, encouraging discussion between artists and visitors and abandoning the look 
and curatorial framing of a commercial gallery or museum. In this way the content or form 
of the artwork was not necessarily what constituted feminism in the exhibition, rather it 
was the presence of the women artists and the openness of the space to gossip and dis-
cussion that contributed to its political effect, an effect produced by group work. Rozsika 
Parker’s critique of c. 7,500—that the gallery space of Lippard’s show was empty of its 
artist practitioners—bears this out.30 As if to make this point more concretely in her Spare 
Rib review of the WAC exhibition, Parker gave the entirety of the magazine’s arts section 
over to the collective voice of the women involved. The review included the exhibitors’ 
answers to questions most frequently asked by the audience. The question-and-answer 
section, however, does not represent a single real-life exchange, but rather a compilation. 
The collectivising of the audience’s questions and the artists’ responses created a printed 
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‘space of appearance’ in which the artists come to define the power of their feminist art 
in relation to the viewers’ provocations. For example, to the comment ‘Much of the work 
seems unfinished’, the artists responded:
What does a well-packaged product convey? One can say things in a multi-
tude of  ways. It’s really a question of  conveying what one has to say in its 
most precise and economical way. It is this factor that should determine the 
image.31
The ‘unfinished’ nature of the work, which provides a barrier to the audience’s under-
standing, is transformed into a definition of how the work of art should communicate in 
the ‘most precise and economical way’. Consequently the process of question and answer 
redefines the art object. The response strips the artwork of its mystery and spirituality to 
render it an ‘image’ without the aura of ideology or institutional value. As such, the women 
locate communication as the focus of the exhibition, or as Parker suggested, in ‘the excep-
tional atmosphere of the show. . . [i]t became a women’s meeting place’.32
COLLABORATION AND REVITALISATION: THE TIMES SQUARE SHOW
In October 1980, Lucy Lippard published an exhibition review in Artforum using the 
thinly veiled pseudonym ‘Anne Ominous’.33 In the article, Lippard borrowed anonymity, 
albeit precariously, to critique the Times Square Show, a group exhibition organised by 
the artists collective Collaborative Projects Inc. (Colab) in an abandoned massage parlour 
in midtown Manhattan, and to question its legitimacy as both political commentary and 
‘alternative’ space. Colab was founded in New York in 1977 and incorporated as a non-
profit in 1978. Early members included Coleen Fitzgibbon, John Ahearn, Alan Moore, 
Tom Otterness, Walter Robinson, and Kiki Smith. Colab incorporated in part as a means 
of accessing the extensive federal arts funding available for group projects and artist-led 
spaces, which had increased tenfold under Brian O’Doherty’s leadership of the National 
Endowment for the Arts (NEA). During the 1970s, Gerard Marzorati argued, ‘there de-
veloped between avant-garde art practice and government support a relationship the likes 
of which modernism had never before witnessed’.34
Colab were motivated, too, by their concern at the increasing institutionalisation of 
early ‘alternative’ art spaces in the city, such as Jeffrey Lew’s 112 Greene Street, which had 
been touted by federal authorities as an exemplary collective artistic venue; the Institute 
for Art and Urban Resources, founded by the curator Alanna Heiss in 1971; and Artists 
Space, a non-profit exhibition space which began as ‘a pilot program in the form of a service 
organisation for artists by the New York State Council on the Arts’. The Institute for Art 
and Urban Resources opened the ‘largest of the alternative spaces’, PS1, in an abandoned 
school building in Queens in 1975.35 According to Moore, Colab was formed in reaction to 
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these collective ventures and out of contempt for their federal appeal. The group ‘largely 
evaded the discourse and prescriptions of the art left’, such as the Art Workers Coalition 
and the Guerrilla Art Action Group, which had shaped the institutional format so popular 
with the NEA in this period.36 Many Colab members felt that while the administrative set-
up of these early alternative ventures was deeply politicised and successfully challenged 
the dominance of mainstream art venues, the exhibitions that they held did not.37
Colab, therefore, sought to engender politicised collaboration at every level of the crea-
tive and exhibition processes, conducting group business through large, open meetings, 
doing away with the curator/artist binary as many ‘alternative’ spaces had failed to do, 
and holding small exhibitions in members’ apartments. These meetings, however, were 
frequently tense affairs, and a number of founding members left in 1979, largely to work 
on solo projects. In 1980, the group was strengthened by an influx of new members, after 
which Colab’s exhibition interests expanded outwards. In January, the group occupied a 
vacant property on Delancey Street and launched the Real Estate Show, filling the build-
ing with artworks in a range of media that critiqued New York City housing policy and 
municipal policies of abandonment and neglect. The intervention was discovered and shut 
down by the municipal authorities within a day of its opening. After negotiations, the city 
offered Colab another vacant property for minimal rent, and this space became the non-
profit arts space ABC No Rio, ‘a place where artists work, an artist’s situation, not a gal-
lery, not a workshop’, which remains open today.38
In June, Colab held the Times Square Show in an empty former massage parlour on 
West 41st Street in the Times Square area of Manhattan. The group’s broad call for sub-
missions solicited works that commented on the character of the local area, and hundreds 
of artists responded. The show brought together more established, gallery-affiliated art-
ists, like the sculptor Joel Schapiro; young artists known in the East Village club scene, 
including Keith Haring, Kenny Scharf, and Jean-Michel Basquiat; and teenaged graffiti 
writers from the South Bronx, whose practice of moving through the city illegally on 
subway train cars fundamentally challenged dominant notions of the ‘alternative’, the site-
specific, and the collaborative. Loosely curated by Colab members, the show displayed 
works in every available space and initially without the provision of artists’ names. The 
works were arranged thematically, and Colab members viewed the show as a collaboration 
with both the residents and workers of Times Square’s rundown spaces, its porn theatres 
and dirty magazine stores. Indeed, the only guideline for participating artists was that 
the work must comment on the area in which the building stood, resulting in, as Jeffrey 
Deitch noted in a review for Art in America, ‘a startling variety of paintings, peep shows, 
sculpture, statues, model rooms, bundled clothing, and even a punching bag set up for 
practice’. The show was, he wrote, ‘an illustration of that elusive process by which artists 
with a certain affinity somehow band together to form an unstructured but synergistic 
association which might almost be called a movement’.39 That associative quality calls to 
mind Arendt’s conception of the relationship between site and subject as conditioned by 
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the gathering together of a group. The character of the Times Square property was cen-
tral to the show, but this character was understood as contingent and ephemeral, a collec-
tive construction and a collaboration with the imaginative space of Times Square as well 
as the literal topology of 42nd Street.
The Times Square Show was, however, also a collaboration with the economic and mu-
nicipal authorities who sought to eradicate the area’s seedy character. Colab sought per-
mission from the building’s owner and received funding from the NEA, the New York 
State Council for the Arts, Beard’s Fund, Robert Burden, Anfour Corporation, National 
Video Industries, the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs, Spectacolor Inc., 
Sandra Devlin, Richard Savitsky, and 112 Workshop. In doing so, the group earned the 
praise of the 42nd Street Development Corporation, an independent body who spearhead-
ed regeneration efforts in the area, for their assistance in the street’s ‘revitalisation’.40 This 
sponsorship seems at odds with the ethos of the earlier Real Estate Show, which Colab ar-
gued in a ‘manifesto or statement of intent’ distributed at the opening, was an expression 
of ‘solidarity with oppressed people, a recognition that mercantile and institutional struc-
tures oppress and distort artists’ lives and works, and a recognition that artists, living and 
working in depressed communities, are compradors in the revaluation of property and the 
“whitening” of neighborhoods’.41 Public engagement later that year included collabora-
tion with the corporate forces that threatened the livelihoods of the people who lived and 
worked in and around the massage parlour that Colab appropriated. 
It was the show’s corporate financial backing that Lippard seized upon in her scathing 
review for Artforum. The problem, she identified, is ‘political’, but, she wondered, what ex-
actly was the political issue foregrounded in this installation? A range of politicised issues 
were raised, she conceded, but ‘it was often impossible to tell where the artists stood on 
them’. Lippard condemned the exhibition as the action of artistic ‘pseudo-terrorists’ which 
did not fit with the group’s earlier statement of intent regarding the appropriation of mu-
nicipally and commercially neglected spaces in the district.42 In her opinion, Colab were 
‘identifying with the denizens of this chosen locale—envying them at the same time as 
colonising them, thus rebelling against the cleanliness and godlessness of the art-world-
institutions, “alternate” and otherwise’.43 Concerns about the show’s corporate funding 
were cast in relief by the inclusion of a gift shop in the ground floor of the building, which 
sold what Lippard called ‘chatchkas for the downwardly mobilised’, including plaster mod-
els of rats by exhibiting artist Christy Rupp.44 However, Moore has asserted that the ‘new 
mode of collectivity’ explored in the Times Square Show, which was characterised, in many 
ways, by the shop, was intentionally ‘vernacular and opportunistic’, a clear rejection of the 
‘rationalised, programmatic’ collaboration of ‘the organised left’ of the AWC and Artists 
Space, exemplified by Lippard, a key figure in the foundation of the former.45 For Colab, 
therefore, the rise of the ‘alternative’ space was a call not only to challenge the hegemony 
of mainstream galleries, but also to reject the orthodoxy of leftist exhibition spaces, which 
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were non-profit, but often relied on state and federal sponsorship to maintain their ‘alter-
native’ position.
Colab’s spatial intervention in the transitional site of Times Square, teetering on the 
edge of corporate redevelopment in the late 1970s, and their economic networking with 
multiple corporate and government bodies that funded the show collaboratively were high-
ly problematic in the sense that, as Lippard pointed to, they approached colonisation, rath-
er than identification and support. Similarly, Village Voice critic Richard Goldstein, who 
championed the exhibition as the ‘first radical show of the 1980s’, worried that ‘the trompe 
l’oeil approach to urban renewal might mean replacing the real thing with its representa-
tion, the real pornography with art about porn’. He found ‘a vague foreboding among the 
artists in the Times Square Show, a sense . . . that ‘we’re caught up in a big game plan’.46 
This anxiety may have been connected to Colab’s experiences with city authorities earlier 
that year. ‘We got [ABC] No Rio’, the group admitted a few years later, ‘for closing the Real 
Estate Show down, for not reopening the Real Estate Show’. Asked about their engagement, 
as white artists, with local ‘Hispanic artists’ at ABC No Rio, for example, the group replied 
that Hispanics might not be ‘particularly oriented towards No Rio anyway, because No Rio 
is basically an outgrowth of white, middle-class artists who have certain responses to the 
situation in which they find themselves, and it’s directly related to alternative spaces, an 
attempt by artists to have their own situation, but it’s still within the art world structure’.47
Although Colab were committed to creating ‘their own situation’, an experimental ‘lab-
oratory for art ideas’, they were ‘still within the art world structure’, exceeding Arendt’s 
‘space of appearance’ as they occupied the very real site of 156 Rivington Street.
As federal and state funding for art collectives declined in the mid-1980s under the 
Reagan administration, the number of dealer-led galleries in the city expanded rapidly: 
124 such galleries opened in the East Village between 1981 and 1986.48 By demonstrating 
that a collaborative, non-institutional, ‘mass esthetic [sic.]’49 could garner critical, commer-
cial, and community interest, the Times Square Show had a major impact on the burgeoning 
East Village arts scene, including the kinds of art spaces that developed there—small, 
commercial galleries like Civilian Warfare, which sought to ‘cultivate exactly the angst-
ridden ambience that its name’ and location implied while regularly selling to wealthy col-
lectors.50 Brian Wallis has traced the development of ‘alternative’ arts spaces in New York 
by way of three waves, the final one taking place between 1981 and 1983, in the wake of the 
Times Square Show, the work of ‘a third generation of artists [who] founded alternatives to 
the alternatives in the form of commercial galleries in the East Village’.51 This ‘alternative’ 
was then reabsorbed by the NEA. In 1983, the NEA’s director of visual arts, the painter 
Benny Andrews, put forward suggestions for ‘a program aimed at providing alternative 
spaces with a mechanism for selling the work they show’.52 The direction of ‘alternative’ 
resistance is fundamental to understanding the impact of these anti-institutional, collabo-
rative gestures. At the Times Square Show, as Goldstein’s critique suggests, Colab had been 
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trying to create an alternative to the ‘alternative’ by occupying a space without institu-
tional or leftist art-world connections, only to find that the parameters of the ‘alternative’ 
and the anti-institutional had shifted, just as Times Square itself had transitioned from a 
red-light district to an emerging corporate zone.
THE WOMEN’S FREE ARTS ALLIANCE: FROM SITE SPECIFICITY TO A 
COMMUNITY IN ADMINISTRATION
In contrast to WAC and Colab, who exhibited in the centrally-located contested sites of 
Covent Garden and Times Square, the Women’s Free Arts Alliance (WFAA) utilised the 
quieter spaces of North London—Chalk Farm and Regents Park—to initiate a community 
of women connected through shared creative activities. In the early years of the organisa-
tion the women involved did not share the professional identity of ‘artist’, although this 
would change later in the decade. In this section we consider the communality and multi-
disciplinarity of the organisation between 1975 and 1976, focusing on the loose network 
of friends and acquaintances who came together to create a space for women’s creative 
practice.53
The first activity of the WFAA was an exhibition titled Sweet Sixteen and Never Been 
Shown (1975), which took place in an abandoned piano warehouse on King Henry’s Road, 
squatted and shared by members Joanna Walton and Kathy Nairne. The building was 
large and tall with dramatic open spaces that could easily accommodate group meetings, 
classes, the display of large artworks and performances. Sweet Sixteen was a temporary, 
immersive environment spread across the building, from a pink sensorial corridor at the 
door, to music played on pots and pans from the kitchen, to a trapeze performance in the 
attic space. The separation of the artist group from the audience group, so obviously de-
lineated in Hang Up, was much more diffuse in Sweet Sixteen. And unlike Hang Up this 
exhibition included diverse artists working alone and in groups, including Rose English, 
Kate Walker, Mary Sergeant, Linda Mallet, Shirley Reed, Carol MacNicoll, Irene Kai, and 
Cathy Nicholson. This collective environment disrupted any coherent utterance. As if to 
extend this open attitude, the pink corridor served the metaphorical function of cleansing 
the visitor of outside perceptions and ushering them into the shared space, the new world 
of the exhibition.54
If Sweet Sixteen and Never Been Shown launched the Women’s Free Arts Alliance, the 
group’s move to Cambridge Terrace Mews later that year marked its development. The 
WFAA paid a reduced rent for the building and funding from the Greater London Council 
and the Gulbenkian Foundation supported a nominal wage for both Nairne and Walton. 
The building’s small rooms and working hours provided an ‘open resource’ for women dis-
tinct from the warehouse on King Henry’s Road, which had the benefit of large spaces and 
non-mainstream domestic set-up but was restricted to members of the, albeit extended, 
kinship network.
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The move from warehouse to mews building also signalled a shift in the form and 
function of the artistic activity of the WFAA. The small spaces of the mews, along with 
the alliance’s limited open hours, required an administrative structure that could support 
a larger body of activities as well as attract the funding necessary to initiate these projects 
and advertise them to ever wider audiences. The building became a resource for a chang-
ing and expanding alliance of women. This multi-disciplinarity was fostered by a schedule 
that allowed different women to participate in multiple ways. As such administration was 
crucial for establishing and maintaining relationships between the group and its audience. 
The WFAA expanded their understanding of what and for whom an arts organisation 
could be by reducing the importance of the exhibition as a central organising principle. 
Crucial to this process was the ‘community’ facilitated in the shared spaces of the mews 
building. As an early WFAA poster stated:
Women are able to support each other in breaking out of  old habits of  think-
ing and feeling which limit, and in discovering new ways of  living which are 
more satisfying. We are gaining great strength from finding how much we 
share insights, hopes and growth together.55
Crucial to this growth was the provision of a space outside the home, which would pro-
vide an ‘alternative’ to the domestic environment and to family life. In 1975 and 1976 the 
WFAA sought to break down social, economic, and cultural boundaries between women 
in order develop new relational identities. In contrast to the dialogue between artist and 
viewer in Hang Up, the WFAA ‘community’ was dependent on longer-term relationships, 
which developed through the habitual use of the building. In Arendt’s terms, working to-
gether and remaining together generated and was generated by power, or in other words, 
the strength of organisation. The power the group, however, was not that of cultural inter-
vention or redefinition, but a kind of self-reflexive empowerment that fostered a widening 
network of exchange and participation.
This open alliance of such ‘healthy vitality’ also had its limitations.56 Although the al-
liance embraced feminist organisational politics, it was distinct from both the fixed struc-
ture of the WWAU and the discursive quality of the WAC. Likewise its activities rarely 
intervened in either local or national political issues, and although some of the exhibitions 
were socially directed this focus was not central to the WFAA community. Yet neither was 
membership rooted in the geographical locale around Cambridge Terrace Mews; WFAA 
workshops were advertised in the London-based listings paper City Limits and the wom-
en’s self-defence classes at the alliance even made the front cover of the national magazine 
Spare Rib.57
The WFAA community was contingent on the women’s attendance at exhibitions and 
events. In this way the identity of the ‘community’ was as much subject to the process of 
definition and redefinition as were its individual members. The organisation pushed at the 
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boundaries of what art could achieve for women already engaged with feminist politics, 
while remaining closed to the grassroots politicisation of women in the local geographic 
area, who made use of the food cooperative that operated out of the alliance’s building 
but not the classes or exhibitions. Paying close attention to the aims and objectives of 
the alliance suggests how ‘community’ was mobilised differently by organisations outside 
mainstream culture. Importantly the ‘alternative’ that the WFAA provided between 1975 
and 1976 was not an entirely open structure. It was an arts centre with an experimental 
creative agenda that sought out and brought together a diverse group, but one already 
oriented to forming new perspectives. 
THINGS THAT DO NOT GO TOGETHER: GROUP MATERIAL AND IDEO-
LOGICAL COLLABORATION
The New York downtown collective Group Material was founded in 1979 by the art-
ists Hannah Alderfelder, Julie Ault, Patrick Brennan, Beth Jaker, Marybeth Nelson, Tim 
Rollins, and Peter Szypulai, among others, and in its commitment to a politicised notion 
of a perpetual ‘alternative’ this group provides an interesting point of comparison with the 
WFAA and the WAC. Group Material owed much to the curatorial ‘alternatives’ and col-
lective organisational strategies highlighted by Colab in their early exhibitions, including 
the Times Square Show. They also learned from the example of Fashion Moda, a non-com-
mercial community arts space in the South Bronx, which is perhaps best known as one of 
the venues for the casting of John Ahearn’s sculpture series the South Bronx Hall of Fame in 
the late 1970s. Initially renting a storefront space at 244 East 13th Street in the East Vil-
lage, Group Material expanded on the collective dynamic of Colab’s exhibitions but sought 
to challenge Colab’s definition of community engagement as collaborative art production 
by inviting local residents, rather than artists, to participate in temporary exhibitions that 
addressed the area’s decay and approaching gentrification. 
Group Material’s outlook was deeply political at the level of ideology. Their approach 
to exhibitions tended towards conceptual practices in the mode of earlier institutional cri-
tiques, such as those explored by Hans Haacke in works such as MoMA Poll (1970) and the 
unrealised Guggenheim Museum Visitors Profile (1971). Haacke’s 1971 work was rejected by 
the Guggenheim director Thomas Messer on the grounds that the museum space ‘is non-
political, is apolitical, and [is] not concerned with political and social issues’ and therefore 
a political survey would be ‘out of bounds’. His duty as director was, as he saw it, to ensure 
that ‘an alien substance [does not enter] the Museum organism’.58 Working from within 
what he saw as the contaminated museum space itself, Haacke attempted to expose the im-
perial political forces active in the funding and curatorial decision making in mainstream 
museums. In contrast, for Group Material, shaped by the examples of Fashion Moda and 
Colab, genuine political critique could not take place within the space of the museum. 
Rather, it must take the form of an active and collective sociocultural engagement with 
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local communities that prioritised collaboration over the production of art objects, saleable 
or otherwise.
In a flyer announcing their union in October 1979, Group Material members addressed 
the subject of ‘cultural activism emergent in the work of artists, collectives, and non-
artists in the U.S. and abroad’.59 ‘As artists and workers’, they stated, echoing the rhetoric 
of the Art Workers Coalition in their November 1970 ‘Statement of Demands’, ‘we want 
to maintain control over our work, directing our energies to the demands of social condi-
tions as opposed to the demands of the art market’.60 Group Material viewed collaboration 
not as a means of accessing federal or state funding, but as a valuable political strategy, 
distinct from what they saw as the corporate pandering that Colab engaged in when they 
sought approval and funding for the Times Square Show. Critiquing traditional exhibition 
practices and preceding ‘alternative’ collective management strategies that often inadvert-
ently imitated or intentionally reflected hegemonic organisational models, Group Material 
‘invite[d] everyone to question the entire culture we have taken for granted’.61 In one sense, 
this stance was a means of protecting itself against the shifting boundaries of funding and 
finance that Richard Goldstein pointed to in his analysis of the Times Square Show. Ideol-
ogy, Goldstein argued, ‘equips these artists to control the presentation of their work’, and 
genuine engagement with residents local to the storefront space was a crucial component 
of this discursive strategy.62
For their first exhibition, The People’s Choice (later known as Arroz con Mango) in 1980, 
Group Material invited local residents to bring in works of personal value, which were 
then displayed in the storefront space with notes indicating each object’s sentimental, 
rather than monetary, value. Neighbours brought in family photographs, toys, religious 
objects, a postcard with a reproduction of a Rembrandt painting, and a copy of the poster 
for Robert Morris’s 1974 Labyrinths exhibition, which featured the artist posing in leather 
and chains. Writing in Artforum, Thomas Lawson described the resulting exhibition as 
a ‘narrative of everyday life, a folk tale’.63 Lawson’s description was not a commentary 
on the local community or a representation of the community by an artist, but the local 
community itself, the treasured objects themselves, rather than stand-ins for them. The 
Spanish title, which translates as ‘rice with mango’, refers to a Cuban expression mean-
ing ‘what a mess’, or, more idiomatically, ‘things that do not go together’. Through this 
exhibition Group Material were committed to, as Lippard has written of Fashion Moda, 
enabling ‘communication between two cultures that rarely understand each other’.64 For 
David Deitcher, Group Material’s ‘display methods’, which focused on the suggestive con-
nections between objects rather than on the objects themselves, demonstrated ‘the cultural 
significance of all social products and cultural practices when juxtaposed and situated in 
suggested ways’.65 The various items were displayed neatly in the white-walled storefront 
space. Garish devotional objects and toys appeared somewhat out of place in the clinical 
environment of the mock white cube, the stark background drawing out the distinctions 
between the cultural strategies of the local community and those of galleries. Playing 
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with this disconnection was key to Group Material’s conviction that, according to Richard 
Goldstein of the Village Voice, ‘only analysis can save artists from becoming victims of their 
own enthusiasm’.66 Highlighting the aesthetic discontinuity of these ‘things that do not go 
together’, Group Material emphasised their sociocultural relationality. The arrangement 
of these objects, Deitcher argued, spoke to Group Material’s discursive conception of ‘site’, 
opening ‘culture’ up to ‘forms of expression that belong to culturally and economically 
marginalised groups’ through in-depth curatorial collaboration.67 In The People’s Choice, 
Group Material ‘attempted to restore the public dimension to such spaces by temporar-
ily transforming the terms of the discourse that usually takes place there’, enabling The 
People’s Choice to function as both art exhibition and political statement simultaneously.68
In 1981, Group Material lost the East 13th Street space, and their analysis of the dis-
cursive potential of public space and site moved in a new direction. Reluctant to occupy a 
new storefront, since an increasing number of small commercial galleries were opening 
up in similar venues in the early 1980s, and ‘[disdaining] identification with alternative 
spaces’, which they viewed as the ‘children’ of larger commercial galleries in SoHo and 
further uptown, Group Material decided not to occupy a single space at all.69 They focused 
instead on organising temporary exhibitions in a range of public sites, including the Taller 
Latinoamericano space on 21st Street, PS1 in Queens, the subway, and billboards. Their 
exhibitions were directed towards specific political events, for instance, political self-de-
termination in Latin America and the HIV/AIDS crisis. The format was always collabora-
tive, and exhibitions and spatial interventions such as subway and billboard poster projects 
were often selected and designed by way of a roundtable discussion. ‘Group Material wants 
to occupy that most vital of alternative spaces’, members stated in a flyer handed out at 
an exhibition in 1981, ‘that wall-less expanse that bars artists and their work from the 
crucial social concerns of the American working class’.70 Unlike Colab, whose site-specific 
exhibitions led to the foundation of ABC No Rio, Group Material’s search for a site that 
engendered genuine collaboration with a broad public motivated the collective to abandon 
a singular site altogether and to engage with ‘site’ on the level of ideology. As the Village 
Voice critic Kim Levin noted, Group Material’s fundamental aim was to ‘demonstrate how 
art is dependent on a social context for its meaning’.71 Group Material’s spatial demateri-
alisation enacted their claim that meaning is itself collaboratively produced; its production 
is a discursive situation that is not necessarily connected with a physical site and, indeed, 
gains much from not being tethered to one at all. Not only were these shifting spatial in-
terventions an alternative to the now well-established format of the non-profit arts space, 
focused in and on a single location, but also, by prioritising collaboration with a range of 
sites and demographics, each of Group Material’s projects offered an alternative to the one 
preceding it.
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CONCLUSION
The appropriation and contingency of site and community in each of these case studies 
evidences the vitality of collaboration. However, collaboration between artists does not 
always signify political resistance or offer a genuine ‘alternative’ to hegemonic authori-
ties, artistic and otherwise. Instead a collaborative engagement with local communities 
and urban sites outside gallery and museum networks can create a ‘space of appearance’ 
within which resistance can be imagined and performed, in a dialogic mode that is distinct 
from the oppositional rhetoric of the ‘alternative’. Hannah Arendt suggested that ‘[w]hat 
keeps people together after the fleeting moment of action has passed (what we today call 
organisation) and what at the same time they keep alive through remaining together, is 
power’.72 This kind of power exceeds particular spaces and individuals and is distributed 
between them rather than by them. 
What for Arendt is organisation, and for Herbert and Karlsen self-organisation, we 
would like to term ‘self-determination’, a category that invokes the perpetual relationality 
engendered by working together to provide alternatives to mainstream systems of power 
and to methodological stasis. Each of these groups demonstrated, through their work in 
abandoned spaces and deprived urban communities, that organisational power is estab-
lished and maintained through collaboration, and must therefore be continually critiqued 
from within the collective in order to offer a genuine ‘alternative’. As these examples have 
shown, in London and New York in the late 1970s and early 1980s, genuine artistic alter-
ity was explored not through the administrative practice of self-organisation, but by way 
of a performative self-determination that came into being through working together.
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